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Abstract
Currently sensor network middlewares are
developed so that they include all functionalities for
various nodes. Since sensor network nodes usually
operate with limited resources, it is desirable for them
to have middlewares that have only the functionalities
necessary to perform their roles. This paper proposes
a systematic method for developing sensor network
middleware using the product line approach In this
method, functionalities of the sensor network
middleware common to all nodes and functionalities
specific to the different roles of nodes are carefully
separated and grouped so that nodes with different
roles have different middlewares that are specialized
to their roles but minimally consumes the resources.

1. Introduction
A ubiquitous sensor network [1] consists of a
number of sensor nodes with various roles that are
connected to each other through wireless networks.
Sensor network is used for various applications such as
environment monitoring, medical care, and military
application. However, it is not easy to develop sensor
network applications because resources of the nodes in
a sensor network are limited, wireless communication
between nodes may not be reliable and often nodes
should operate when power is low. Numerous such
factors make it challenging to develop sensor network
applications. Middleware alleviates this problem by
allowing the developer to abstract from the operating
systems details and supports developing, deploying,
executing,
and
maintaining
sensor network
applications [2].
Sensor network nodes usually operate with limited
resources. So they should have only necessary
software modules in order to efficiently perform their
functions. On the other hand, sensor network nodes
have different roles that require different sets of
functionalities. Therefore, it is desirable that sensor

network middlewares can be differently customized for
different nodes so that only the functionalities
necessary to perform their roles are included.
Currently, several studies on the middleware are
under way in order to facilitate sensor network
applications development [3-6]. However, most
existing sensor network middlewares are not
modularized and so it is hard to customize them
according to the roles of nodes.
This paper proposes a method for efficiently
developing various sensor network middlewares
according to the roles of nodes using the product line
approach [7]. In this method, functionalities of the
sensor network middleware common to all nodes and
functionalities specific to the different roles of nodes
are carefully separated and grouped so that nodes with
different roles have different middlewares that are
specialized to their roles but minimally consumes the
resources.

2. Related Work
The techniques commonly used for sensor network
middleware development are component-based
development and modularized development. With help
of these techniques the time required for developing
middlewares has been reduced. But, it is hard to
efficiently develop various kinds of middleware
products using the techniques because the techniques
are methods for developing single middleware product.
Sensor network consists of a number of sensor nodes,
so various kinds of middleware products should be
developed to support various node applications.
There are new techniques for efficient middleware
development. Middleware developed using the aspectoriented development can easily add new
functionalities or change its functionalities without
modifying source code [8-10]. In the aspect-oriented
development technique [12], requirements are modeled
using aspects and so requirements are easily changed
without
refactoring
source
code.
Therefore

maintainability and modifiability of middleware are
improved. Model-driven middleware development [11]
is based on the idea that platform-independent
middleware model should be first designed based on
functional requirements, and then platform-dependent
middlewares are constructed from the platformindependent middleware model. Accordingly, various
middlewares can be developed by reusing the
platform-independent middleware model.
These techniques can be used for developing
general application middlewares or embedded
middlewares that run on the platforms that have no
resource limitations but they are not suitable for sensor
network middleware, which have limited resources.
There are also dynamic reconfigurable middlewares
[14, 15], which can change modules during run-time.
Dynamic reconfiguration technique allows modules to
be changed or added during run-time depending on
requirements change.
This technique is different from the technique for
developing
optimal
middleware.
Middleware
requirements can be changed during run-time even if
the middleware is optimally developed according to its
role, so dynamic reconfiguration technique is
necessary to reflect the requirements. Accordingly,
our approach is necessary to develop optimal sensor

network middleware. Scalability and efficiency of
sensor network middleware will be increased if our
approach and dynamic reconfiguration technique are
harmonized.

3. Our Approach
Our approach for developing sensor network
middleware is based on the software product line
engineering approach. Its process consists of two parts
- domain engineering and application engineering [7].
In the domain engineering process, middleware
features for sensor network nodes with various roles
are identified. The architecture for the all inclusive full
middleware is designed marked with variation points.
Core components for common features are
implemented in this part. In the application
engineering process, middlewares for nodes are
actually developed by designing middlewares
specialized to the roles of nodes and implementing the
design by reusing domain engineering artifacts. Steps
of application engineering process are iterated until
middlewares for all kinds of roles for nodes in the
specific sensor network are developed. Figure 1
depicts our process for developing sensor network
middlewares.
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Figure 1. Middleware development process
Table 1. Features-to-Roles mapping table
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Step D0: Middleware PL Scoping
In this step, sensor network middleware features for
various nodes are identified, and commonalities and
variabilities of middleware are determined. Featuresto-roles mapping table (Table 1) which presents the
relationship between middleware features and roles for
nodes is created. Commonalities and variabilities of
middleware are determined through the table. In Table

1, Feature 2 and Feature 5 become commonalities, and
the others become variabilities. This step corresponds
to the product line mapping in [13].
Step
D1:
Middleware
PL
Requirements
Engineering
After determining commonalities and variabilities of
middleware, variability model is designed. Variability
model is designed using Orthogonal Variability Model
(OVM) [7]. OVM integrates the variability defined in
different software development models into an overall
picture of the software variability, so variabilities of
middleware can be managed through OVM.
Step D2: Middleware PL Domain Design
To implement middleware, it is necessary to identify
components for middleware and design the
components based on middleware features. In this step,
common features identified in Step D1 are mapped to
components. Figure 2 presents the diagram depicting
features-to-components mapping. In general, one
feature is implemented with one or more components
and one component may be used for implementing one
or more features.
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Figure 2. Features-to-components mapping
Once
features-to-components
mapping
is
determined, middleware PL architecture is designed.
The notation for describing middleware PL
architecture is presented in Table 2. Only a basic set of
notations is shown in Table 2. During domain design,
middleware PL architecture is designed using core
components and variation points. Common features are
mapped to core components and variable features are
marked with variation points. Later, during application
engineering variable features are realized with
components.
Table 2. Basic Notation for PL architecture
description
Notation
Description
Name
VP
<<feature>>
VP name

Represents a component.
Represents a variation point. It is a variant
constituent of a middleware. It is replaced by
components according to the role of a node in
the application engineering.

Represents
the
association
between
components, variation points, or a component
and a variation point.

Step D3: Middleware PL Domain Realization
Common components for middleware are designed in
detail and implemented. Components are designed and
implemented by considering target operating system
and programming language.
Step A1: Middleware Requirements Engineering
This is the first step of application engineering.
Middleware features for each role of a node are
selected from features-to-roles mapping table. For
optional features, corresponding variants are selected
from the variability model.
Step A2: Middleware Design
Features-to-components mapping for common features
obtained in domain engineering is used in application
engineering. In this step, components for implementing
middleware features specific to each role of a node are
identified and variant features selected from variability
model are mapped to the components. Selected
variation points for a specific middleware are replaced
with components identified in features-to-components
mapping and other variation points are removed from
PL middleware architecture.
Step A3: Middleware Realization
Components specific for variation part of middleware
architecture are designed in detail and implemented. A
middleware is completed by composing the
components which are implemented in domain
engineering or application engineering.

4. Application Example
In this section, the method proposed in Section 3 is
illustrated with the example of the Gas Sensing System.
The system is composed of sensor nodes, router nodes
and a sink node. Sensor nodes sense gas data and
transmit the data to router nodes. The router nodes
receive the data and transmit it to the sink node. The
sink node is connected to the monitoring system and
determines the action command, and a gas valve that
contains an actuator to turn off the gas valve.

4.1. D0: Product Line Scoping for Sensor
Network Middleware
Nodes in the sensor network are classified as sensor,
router, sink, and actuator according to their roles.
Middleware features for a node are different depending
on the role of a node. In this step, all necessary
features for sensor network middleware are identified
by considering the roles of nodes as shown in Table 3.
Table 3 also shows the relationship between
middleware features and roles for nodes. Resource

Awareness, Channel Discovering, Security, and Packet
Delivery are common features. So they are always
included in the sensor network middleware. On the
other hand, for example, Location Awareness, Routing,
Node Discovering, and Fault Recovery are required
only in router and sink nodes.

4.2. D1: Middleware
Engineering

PL

Requirements

Variable middleware features may or may not be
included in the middleware depending on the role of a
node. A variability model depicts such variations
among related features. Figure 3 shows a variability
model for the Gas Sensing System.
In Figure 3, Network Management variation point
has two variants – Routing and Node Discovering
feature. Service variation point has three variants Data Aggregation, Fault Recovery, and Monitoring
feature. Fault Recovery variant and Routing variant
have a “requires_V_V” relationship, which means that
a variant must be selected if another variant is selected.
In the sensor network, since routing is necessary to
recover communication fault, Routing feature must be
selected if Fault Recovery feature is selected.

Table 3. Middleware features required for each
role of nodes
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Figure 3. Variability model for middleware

4.3. D2: Middleware PL Domain Design
After identifying middleware features, components
for middleware implementation have to be identified,
and features have to be mapped to them. Figure 4
presents the mapping results for common middleware
features.
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Figure 4. Features-to-components mapping for
common features

Also in this step, middleware product line
architecture is designed and used in the domaing
engineering phase to design various middleware
product architectures according to the role of nodes.
Figure 5 presents the middleware product line
architecture.
Components identified in Step D2 are used for
common features, and variation points in the variability
model designed in Step D1 are used for variant features.
Lines between components mean that they are
connected to each other through interfaces. Using this
product line architecture, specific middleware
architecture for a node can be designed in the domain
engineering phase by selecting appropriate variant

features first according to the role of the node and then
replacing it with the components for the introduced
features. .
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Table 4 shows the selected middleware features for
gas sensor nodes. Shaded boxes are the selected
features for the gas sensor node.
Figure 6 shows the selected variants from the
variability model designed in domain engineering and
the features-to-components mapping. Gray boxes of
Figure 6(a) shows selected variants for gas sensor
nodes and Figure 6(b) shows the mapping from a
selected variant feature to the components that realize
it.
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Figure 5. Middleware product line architecture
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4.4. D3: Middleware PL Domain Realization
In Step D3, core components are designed and
implemented. In our example, there are four core
components mapped from common features as
presented in Figure 4. They are Security Managing,
Data Transmission, Channel Discoverer, and Resource
Monitor. In this step, middleware components are
designed in detail and implemented by considering
target operating system for the sensor network. .

The steps from middleware requirements
engineering to middleware design is described by using
the artifacts generated in domain engineering.
Table 4. Selection of middleware features for gas
sensor nodes
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Figure 6. Features-to-components mapping for
gas sensor nodes
In Figure 7, four components - Security Managing,
Channel Discover, Data Transmission, and Resource
Monitor – are the core components generated in
domain engineering, and two components - Sensing
Controller and Gas_Inf – are specific middleware
components for the gas sensor node. Middleware
architecture for gas sensor nodes is designed using
middleware PL architecture. Appropriate variation
points among the variation points in the PL architecture
are selected according to the selected features shown in
Table 4. The variation points, then, are replaced with
components through features-to-components mapping.
Figure 7 shows the middleware architecture for the gas
sensor node.
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5. Conclusion
This paper proposed a systematic method for
developing sensor network middlewares that are
specialized according to the roles of nodes using the
product line approach. In order to help apply the
product line approach to sensor network middlewares
development, this paper (1) identified various roles of
sensor network nodes, (2) analyzed common
middleware features and variant middleware features
for the roles, and (3) presented notation for describing
middleware product line architecture based on
Orthogonal Variability Model [7]. This paper also
showed feasibility of the proposed technique through
an application example.
The contributions of the paper are twofold: First, by
applying the product line approach to sensor network
middleware development, we opened up a new domain
for applying the software product line approach.
Middlewares are commonly perceived as complex and
expensive software to develop and thus as the things
that should be deployed as a whole even at the expense
of using up much system resources. We believe that the
notion of middleware specialized to the role of the
system containing it will be useful in many areas and
especially so when system resources are limited as in
sensor networks. As the product line development
methods and tools are developed more and more and
becomes advanced, production of specialized
middlewares and, more generally, production of
particular products of product lines will require less
and less effort. Second, by providing a concrete
process together associated models and notations and
working out example middleware development for the
gas sensor node which is a constituent of the sensor
network for the Gas Sensing Application, we
illustrated our method so that with a little adaptation
the method in this paper can be easily applied to
different sensor networks and also to other software
where the application of the approach is justified.
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